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How to organize your Note and PPT 
For these four years, taking notes in the class carefully and giving an abundant or meaningful 
presentation are the two important and necessary things to do. From freshmen to senior, it goes 
without saying that my studying method is understanding details theory from the professors’ given 
simple contents. Let me share my following notes from freshman to senior period:  
 
Freshmen (English Grammar and Sentence Structure): 
This course is not only a basic but also an essential phase to the approaching of English. As a matter 
of fact, it is a difficult subject for students to absorb knowledge on the surface, but it is a functional 
course for me to prepare for the advanced courses, such as academic writings, introduction to 
translation. Both correct grammar and sentence structure are necessary keys to write a creative and 
vivid composition. Here are my tips to improve and maintain my progress of this course.  
 
Tip 1: Listen carefully what professor is talking about and practicing dictation ability to take the note 
in the short time.  
Ex: Teacher said “Coordinating Conjunctions” must be used in independent sentences, and it has 
seven conjunctions to link: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so  
In order to listen carefully for the next tips from professor, I have to write these conjunctions in a 
short time. Therefore, I use the title of the words to enhance my memorisation- “FANBOYS” 
Tip 2: Understanding the correct way to use rather than memorising.  
Ex: Gerund- Using as a noun definitely 
   Participate- Using as an adjective definitely  
   Infinitive- Using as a noun, an adjective or an adverb.  
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Tips 3: Practice the exercise parts more and try to make the sentence with using the given structure. 
Ex: Here is sentence that is given from the textbook’s practice. 
Text Book’s Question: The bakery has purchase a fascinating oven for the update.  The Answer is 
Participle  
Sentence making practice by myself: This forum is discussing about an admiring celebrity to the 
audience.  
Topic 4: Find some Extra Work Sheet to Practice.  
To those who thinks that textbook is too complicated to read, I suggest you can find some simple 
work sheet on Google to practice. (Attachment 1) 

Verbals

Gerund

Subject

Direct Object

Object of Preposition

Predicative Nominative

Appositive 

Participle Present

Past

Infinitives 

Subject

Direct Object 

Adjectives Noun

Adverbs
Adjectives

Verbs 
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Sophomore (Introductory to Linguistics): 
This course is the extension of English grammar, sentence structure and pronunciation. 
Furthermore, this course is emphasise on theoretical approach because linguistics has many proper 
noun. For example, discussing about phonics is phonology, discussing about vocabulary is 
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morphology, and discussing sentence is syntax. Although in the beginning is a little complicated, I 
still have some ways to make it simple.  
Tip 1: Memorising proper noun by some suffix or prefix are similar 
Ex: 
Phonology: study of the system of rules underlying the sound patterns in a language 
Morphology: study of the system of rules underlying our knowledge of the structure words 
Tip 2: Categorising the classifications of proper nouns 

Phonetics Morphology 

Consonant 
Vowel  
Fricatives  
Affricatives 

Monomorphic emic  
Polymorph emic 

 
Tip 3: Analysing and taking some words to analyse  

  
Junior (Cross-Cultural Communication): 
In this class, this is narrating about what is the difference between the communications among 
some different ethnics. Actually, this course has a trait that professor will use a PowerPoint to show 
us some cross-cultural theoretical proper nouns and show us some videos to give some extensions. 
However, the content the PowerPoint is simple, and this may be an obstacles for students to 
memorise. This course has taught me that how to understand and function the proper noun rather 
than using the dull way to memorising all the words and interpretation.  
Tip 1: Using ‘Quizlet’ to look for definitions of the proper nouns 
Quizlet is an useful tool for me to flip out the meaning and keep the point of the mark in the 
illustration and definition. Here is a press screen picture: 
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Tip 2: Taking some practical example to associate with the proper noun  
Ex: What is your association of integrating to other culture with someone? 
Respecting each other and preserving your own culture. Just like the exchanging students’ 
friendship.  
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Tip 3: Designing some worksheet to practice by myself.  
After the class, it is appropriate for me to organise my notes and points as I can do. This is my 
designing worksheet for me to practice. (Attachment 2) 
 
In terms of the presentation, both content of the PowerPoint and performance to the audience are 
important that audience will give you some positive comments or impression. Some students have 
a mistake perspective that PowerPoint can put many things on it. However, this is not a good idea. 
Furthermore, some presenter are too nervous to notice their attitude of presenting. For the 
following, let me give some tips to be a good presenter.  
 
PowerPoint: (Attachment 3) 
Tip 1: Do not put too much complicated and intensive texts on the PowerPoint. That is because 
audience cannot find the main idea in the PowerPoint. I suggest that finding some pictures fit to the 
topic is not harm for people eyes because it is important to give the extension. 
 
Tip 2: Content must be establishing and appealing. Nobody likes the presentation slides which are 
dull and boring. Therefore, I suggest that you can tell an interesting story and tell us why it is related 
to the topic.  
 
Tip 3: Outlining your structure before you produce slides.  
Generally, the complete slides can be divided into three parts, introduction, body and conclusion. 
Make sure that you give the draft: 
Introduction: Giving some warm-up and easy thing before jumping into the topic 
Body: The main idea of one topic  
Conclusion: To recap and summarise the main points and give a meaningful ending 
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Performance:  
Clothes: Wearing formal dress and suit up  
Body language: Adding some gesture or appropriate movements 
Eye Contact: The most necessary action to the audience and guests 
Intonation: Noticing your formal way of the speaking (Pronunciation) 
 
To sum it up, leaning and acquiring some new knowledge is challenging but not difficult to me. 
Actually, I do not have any specific favourite or not favourite subjects. You have to keep your 
positive attitude to learn happily, and using the smart way to organise your notes. I hope everyone 
can improve it. Thanks a lot for my sharing! 
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